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Chapter 5

Digital elevation model 
generation from satellite 
interferometric synthetic 
aperture radar 

Zhong Lu, Hyung-Sup Jung, Lei Zhang,  
Wonjin Lee, Chang-Wook Lee, and Daniel Dzurisin

An accurate digital elevation model (DEM) is a critical data set for charac-
terizing the natural landscape, monitoring natural hazards, and georefer-
encing satellite imagery. The ideal interferometric synthetic aperture radar 
(InSAR) configuration for DEM production is a single-pass two-antenna 
system. Repeat-pass single-antenna satellite InSAR imagery, however, 
also can be used to produce useful DEMs. DEM generation from InSAR 
is advantageous in remote areas where the photogrammetric approach to 
DEM generation is hindered by inclement weather conditions. There are 
many sources of errors in DEM generation from repeat-pass InSAR imagery, 
for example, inaccurate determination of the InSAR baseline, atmospheric 
delay anomalies, and possible surface deformation because of tectonic, 
volcanic, or other sources during the time interval spanned by the images. 
This chapter presents practical solutions to identify and remove various arti-
facts in repeat-pass satellite InSAR images to generate a high-quality DEM.
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120 Advances in mapping from aerospace imagery

5.1 IntroDuCtIon

An accurate digital elevation model (DEM) is a critical data set for the 
studies of hydrology, glaciology, forestry, geology, oceanography, and land 
environment, and it has been used extensively as a base layer in hazards-
related geographic information systems (GIS) to model natural hazards 
(Maune, 2001). In volcano monitoring, DEMs calculated before, during, 
and after an eruption can be used to understand the eruption progress, 
estimate the thickness and volume of lava flows or ash deposits, and simulate 
potential mudflows. In glacier monitoring, DEMs can be used to determine 
the magnitude and direction of the gravitational force that drives ice flow 
and ice dynamics. Timely DEMs can be important for characterizing hazards 
associated with earthquakes, landslides, flooding, snow avalanches, and 
other processes. In addition, DEMs are indispensible in geocoding satel-
lite images during geometric processing so that the georeferenced satellite 
images can be used as GIS data sets for hazard monitoring and resource 
management.

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) utilizes two or more 
SAR images of the same area to extract the landscape topography and 
patterns of surface change (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998; Rosen et al., 2000; 
Lu et al. 2007). An InSAR image, or interferogram, can be produced by 
combining the phase components of two coregistered SAR images of the 
same area acquired from similar vantage points. An interferogram formed 
in this way depicts range changes between the radar and the ground reso-
lution elements, and can be used to derive both the landscape topography 
and subtle changes in surface elevation if the SAR images are acquired at 
different times. 

For InSAR purposes, the spatial separation between two SAR anten-
nas, or between two vantage points of the same SAR antenna, is called the 
baseline. Two antennas can be mounted on a single platform for simultane-
ous, single-pass InSAR. This is the usual implementation for airborne and 
shuttle systems, such as topographic SAR (TOPSAR) (Zebker et al., 1992) 
and shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM) (Farr et al., 2007). Single-
pass two-antenna InSAR is the ideal configuration for generating high-
resolution, precise DEMs over large regions. For satellite systems, however, 
SAR images used for InSAR mapping can be acquired only by using a 
single antenna in nearly identical repeating orbits. In this case, known as 
repeat-pass InSAR, even though successive observations of the target area 
are separated in time, the SAR observations will be highly correlated if the 
backscattering properties of the surface have not changed in the interim. 
This is the typical implementation for past and present satellite SAR sen-
sors, including European Space Agency (ESA) European Remote-sensing 
Satellite 1 (ERS-1) (operated 1991–2000, C-band, wavelength λ = 5.66 
centimeter [cm]), Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Japanese 
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Earth Resources Satellite 1 (JERS-1) (1992–1998, L-band, λ = 23.5 cm), 
ESA European Remote-sensing Satellite 2 (ERS-2) (1995–2011, C-band, 
λ = 5.66 cm), Canadian Space Agency (CSA) Canadian Radar Satellite 
1 (RADARSAT-1) (1995–present, C-band, λ = 5.66 cm), ESA European 
Environmental Satellite (Envisat) (2002–present, C-band, λ = 5.63 cm), 
JAXA Japanese Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) (2006–2011, 
L-band, λ = 23.6 cm), CSA RADARSAT-2 (2007–present, C-band, λ = 
5.55 cm), German Aerospace Agency (DLR) TerraSAR-X (2007–pres-
ent, X-band, λ = 3.1 cm), Italian COSMO-SkyMed satellite constellation 
(2007–present, X-band, λ = 3.1 cm), and DLR TerraSAR-X Add-on for 
Digital Elevation Measurements (TanDEM-X) (2010–present, X-band, 
λ = 3.1 cm).

Repeat-pass InSAR has proven capable of mapping ground-surface 
deformation with subcentimeter accuracy for X-band and C-band sensors 
(λ =2−8 cm), or few-centimeter accuracy for L-band sensors (λ = 15−30 cm) 
at spatial resolutions of tens-of-meters over image swaths tens to hundreds 
of kilometers wide (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998; Lu, 2007). Because spatial 
baselines of repeat-pass satellite radars are not zero, however, the derived 
interferograms contain information about the landscape topography. 
Therefore, repeat-pass InSAR can be used to generate DEMs as well (e.g., 
Small et al., 1995; Zebker et al., 1995; Ruffino et al., 1998; Sansosti et al., 
1999; Hensley et al., 2001; Lu et al., 2003). 

This chapter discusses techniques and issues related to DEM generation 
from repeat-pass satellite InSAR images. The chapter also addresses 
the two main reasons to use this method. First, past, current, and near-
future radar satellites all are equipped with a single antenna, providing 
a large volume of archived imagery that can be exploited to generate 
DEMs. Second, InSAR is probably the most practical means of con-
structing DEMs of areas where the photogrammetric approach to DEM 
generation is hindered by inclement weather or difficult logistical factors 
(Maune, 2001). 

5.2 DeM GeneratIon froM repeat-pass Insar

5.2.1  technical issues on DeM generation 
from repeat-pass Insar

InSAR processing involves the combination of two or more complex SAR 
images of the same terrain, and typically includes steps such as precise regis-
tration of an interferometric SAR image pair, interferogram generation, 
removal of curved Earth phase trend, adaptive filtering, phase unwrapping, 
precision estimate of interferometric baseline, and generation of a surface 
deformation image or DEM map (e.g., Lu, 2007). 
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Generally speaking, the phase of an interferogram from two repeat-pass 
SAR images is a superposition of phases resulting from several processes:

 ∆φ = π
λ

∆ +
θ

∆φ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x d x
B

−
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where Δϕ is the InSAR phase measurement, x is the pixel location index, λ 
the radar wavelength, R is the slant range distance, B⊥ the perpendicular 
baseline, θ the SAR look angle, Δd the surface displacement in the radar 
look direction, h the topographic height, Δϕatmo the atmospheric phase 
delay artifact, Δϕorbit the baseline error, and Δϕn the phase noise resulting 
from temporal decorrelation and other noise sources. Because our goal is 
to derive an accurate DEM (h) based on the observed InSAR phase (Δϕ), 
the other phase components (Δd, Δϕatmo, Δϕorbit, and Δϕn) are treated as error 
sources.

Before we discuss the error sources that affect DEM accuracy, let us 
briefly look at the sensitivity of the InSAR phase measurement (Δϕ) to the 
surface deformation (Δd) and topographic height (h). If we assume that the 
error terms related to atmosphere, orbit, and noise are zero, the interfero-
gram phase (after removing the contribution from the effect of ellipsoid 
Earth (Lu, 2007) can be simplified as follows:

 ∆φ π
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∆ π
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d

4 B
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where H is the satellite altitude above a reference Earth surface. If Δd is 
negligible in Equation 5.2, the interferogram phase value in Equation 5.2 
can be used to calculate height h. This is the principle of how InSAR phase 
measurements can be used to produce a DEM. For the ESA ERS-1/-2 satel-
lites, H is about 800 kilometers (km), θ is about 23 degrees, λ is 5.66 cm, 
and B⊥ should be less than the critical baseline, beyond which an interfero-
gram loses coherence (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). Therefore, Equation 5.2 
can be approximated as follows:

 ∆φ ≈ − π
λ

∆ π4
d − ⊥

2
9 600,

.B h  (5.3)

For an interferogram with B⊥ of 100 meters (m), which is within the critical 
baseline of 1,100 m for ERS-1/-2 SAR, 1 m of topographic relief produces a 
phase value of about 4 degrees. Producing the same phase value, however, 
requires only 0.3 millimeters (mm) of surface deformation. Therefore, it 
is evident that the interferogram phase value can be much more sensitive 
to changes in topography (i.e., the surface deformation Δd) than to the 
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topography itself (i.e., h). That explains why repeat-pass InSAR is capable 
of detecting surface deformation at theoretical subcentimeter accuracy 
(Lu, 2007). The accuracy of a DEM derived from repeat-pass InSAR, how-
ever, can only reach to meter level if artifacts in InSAR images are negligible. 
Several specific error sources can affect DEM accuracy. 

First, a major error source in repeat-pass InSAR DEM generation is 
the baseline uncertainty due to inaccurate determination of SAR antenna 
positions. Errors in this value propagate into very large systematic errors 
of terrain height. If precision satellite orbit data are available, they should 
be used for InSAR processing. The interferogram baseline should always 
be refined using control points or areas with known elevations (or from an 
existing low-resolution DEM) via a least squares approach (Rosen et al., 
1996). In this approach, areas (or pixels) of the interferogram that are used 
to refine the baseline should have negligible deformation, or known defor-
mation, obtained from an independent source.

Second, because the phase of the radar signal is used to calculate elevation, 
errors in phase measurement can contribute to the topographic inaccuracy. 
Random phase errors generally are caused by thermal noise in the SAR 
system and by decorrelation or incoherence that is in turn caused by volume 
scattering and environmental change of the imaged surface. Surface changes 
tend to accumulate with time, so a longer time interval between passes of 
an InSAR pair can result in poorer coherence (Lu and Freymueller, 1998). 
The elevation error from a given phase error is inversely proportional to 
the perpendicular component of baseline length (see Equation 5.2). The 
topography effect does not appear if the baseline is zero and the sensitivity 
of interferometric phase value to the topography increases with lengthen-
ing baseline. Therefore longer baselines are necessary for accurate DEMs. 
Unless the volume scattering is negligible and an ideal spectrum filtering is 
applied (Gatelli et al., 1994), longer baselines can cause geometric decor-
relation. This results in an increase in the phase error and consequently the 
elevation error. Therefore, for DEM generation, we should choose inter-
ferograms with the largest available baseline within the limit of correlation. 

A third critical error source in deriving DEMs from repeat-pass InSAR 
is atmospheric delay anomalies caused by small variations in the index of 
refraction along the line of propagation (Goldstein, 1997; Gray et al., 2000). 
Changes in the total electron content of the ionosphere as well as changes 
in water vapor content of the troposphere will compromise the quality of 
the observed interferogram by varying the phase signals. Height errors 
due to atmospheric anomalies are typically not as large as those resulting 
from baseline errors, but they are less systematic and harder to detect. 
Ionosphere artifacts are more severe on longer wavelength (e.g., L-band) 
and methods of reducing ionospheric artifacts are still an active research 
topic. The methods to mitigate effects of atmospheric delays in InSAR data 
can be grouped as follows: (a) integration of InSAR observations with data 
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from dense GPS networks (e.g., Emardson et al., 2003); (b) integration with 
multispectrum atmospheric water vapor observations (e.g., precipitable 
water vapor products from moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer 
[MODIS] or medium resolution imaging spectrometer [MERIS]; Li et al., 
2003); (c) time-series InSAR techniques (e.g., Ferretti et al., 2001; Berardino 
et al., 2002); (d) integration with short-term predictions from operational 
weather models (e.g., Foster et al., 2006; Gong et al., 2011); and (e) some 
combination of methods a through d. In remote and cloud-prone areas, 
complex environmental conditions typically limit the feasibility of methods 
a and b. Method c exploits the statistical properties of atmospheric phase 
components in time-series SAR observations. Its limitation is that it requires 
a large number of SAR acquisitions and prior knowledge of radar backscat-
tering properties of the study area to properly set parameters during data 
processing. Method d, utilizing numerical weather models, is not limited 
by the aforementioned facts, but it requires sufficient initial boundary data 
and is also computation intensive (Gong et al., 2011). To minimize atmo-
spheric artifacts in repeat-pass InSAR DEM generation, the most practical 
approach is to choose interferograms with relatively long baselines, as the 
effect of atmospheric anomalies on DEM heights is inversely proportional 
to baseline length, and to average multiple interferograms to reduce the 
atmospheric effects.

Finally, we must take into account any possible surface deformation 
resulting from tectonic, volcanic, or other loading sources over the time 
interval spanned by repeat-pass interferograms (Lu et al., 2003). Even for 
areas without tectonic motions, ground surface deformation resulting from 
variations of groundwater tables (e.g., Lu and Danskin, 2001), permafrost 
(Rykhus and Lu, 2008), and changes in soil moisture (Gabriel et al., 1989) 
should be considered. Interferograms with shorter temporal separations are 
preferred for generating DEMs. The ESA ERS-1/ERS-2 Tandem data meet 
this requirement in most cases. During the ERS-1/ERS-2 Tandem mission 
in 1995–1996, interferometric pairs were acquired by ERS-1 and ERS-2 
satellites, each of which repeat every 35 days, to follow one another by 1 
day in the same orbital geometry. Thus, a point on the surface was imaged 
by one satellite (ERS-1) on a given day and by the other satellite (ERS-2) 
on the following day. In cases in which tandem data are not available 
or not appropriate for DEM generation, deformation rates should be esti-
mated independently and removed from the interferograms used for DEM 
production. 

5.2.2  DeM generation from  
repeat-pass Insar: a case study

In this case study, we demonstrate how repeat-pass InSAR images were 
used to derive DEMs of Okmok volcano, Umnak Island, Alaska, and how 
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InSAR-derived DEMs of Okmok both before and after its 1997 eruption 
were used to estimate lava flow thickness. 

Okmok volcano, a broad shield topped with a 10 km wide caldera, occupies 
most of the northeastern end of Umnak Island, Alaska (see Figure 5.1). The 
caldera was formed by eruptions about between 8,000 and 2,000 years ago 
(Miller et al., 1988). A dozen eruptions have occurred in the 20th century, 
including one in 1997. All of these eruptions originated from Cone A, a 
cinder cone located on the southern edge of the caldera floor. Abundant ash 
emissions and mafic lava flows originating from Cone A have spread across 
the caldera floor. The 1997 eruption of Okmok volcano began in early 
February and ended in late April. The eruption was a moderate Hawaiian 
to Strombolian type with an ash plume reaching to 10,000 m above sea 
level, and erupted basaltic a’a’ lava flows traveled a few kilometers from 
cone A. ERS-1/-2 InSAR data were used to map the preeruptive, coeruptive, 
and posteruptive deformation (Lu et al., 1998, 2000, 2005, 2010a). The 
authors measured about 140 cm of subsidence associated with the 1997 
eruption of Okmok volcano. This subsidence occurred during an interval 
beginning 16 months before the eruption and ending 5 months after the 

Alaska

Okmok

Cone A

1997 flows Cone D

5 km

N

Figure 5.1  (see color insert.) A terrain-corrected, georeferenced Landsat-7 Enhanced 
Thematic Mapper+ image (Band 8) of Okmok volcano, Umnak Island, Alaska. 
The image was acquired on August 18, 2000. The location of Okmok volcano 
relative to the rest of Alaska and the Aleutian arc is shown in the inset.
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eruption. This subsidence was preceded by about 18 cm of uplift between 
1992 and 1995, centered in the same location as the coeruptive subsidence 
source, and was followed by progressive inflation afterward (Lu et al., 2010a).

Because SRTM was acquired in February 2000 (Farr et al., 2007), we 
can use the SRTM DEM (see Figure 5.2) to represent Okmok’s topography 
after the 1997 eruption. Here, utilizing multitemporal repeat-pass InSAR 
images from ERS-1/ERS-2, we constructed a DEM that represents the 
topography of Okmok volcano before the 1997 eruption. The difference 
of the preeruption and posteruption DEMs can render a three-dimensional 
(3D) distribution of the lava flows erupted in 1997.

As discussed, to produce accurate DEMs using repeat-pass ERS-1 and 
ERS-2 SAR images, atmospheric anomalies need to be carefully consid-
ered, because images used for InSAR processing are acquired at different 
times. Also, a compromise between baseline and interferometric coherence 
has to be made to select InSAR pairs suitable for DEM generation. Finally, 
for tectonically or volcanically active regions, any deformation signal must 
be removed from the interferograms used for DEM generation.

On the basis of the available ERS-1/-2 SAR images acquired before the 
1997 eruption at Okmok volcano, we generated seven interferograms. 
Three interferograms were used to estimate ground surface deformation 

5 km N

Cone A

Cone D

Figure 5.2  Shaded relief image created from the 1-arc-second SRTM DEM of Okmok 
volcano, Alaska. The contour interval is 200 m. 
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(see Figure 5.3) and the other four InSAR images (see Table 5.1) were used 
for DEM generation. In general, interferometric coherence is maintained 
reasonably well within the caldera and it is lost around the caldera rim 
where terrain is rugged and persistent snow patches are present. This is 
sufficient as we only needed to determine a preeruption DEM within the 
caldera floor, part of which is covered by lava flows from the 1997 eruption. 
The caldera floor subsided about 1.4 m during the April 1997 eruption, 
and inflated at about 10 cm/year from 1997 to 2000 (Lu et al., 1998, 2000, 
2005, 2010a). Therefore, over areas that are not covered by 1997 lava 
flows, the topographic change between 1993 (or 1995) (i.e., preeruption 
DEM) and 2000 (i.e., posteruption DEM) is about 1.1 m at maximum.

We produced three InSAR images with small baselines (see Figure 5.3), 
which were used to estimate and remove the volcanic inflation during the 
time periods of the interferograms used for DEM generation (see Table 5.1). 
Because these interferograms (see Figure 5.3) have very small baselines, they 
are insensitive to DEM errors. Therefore, we can use either the posteruption 

Table 5.1  Interferometric data acquisition parameters for DEM generation over 
okmok volcano

Orbit 1 Orbit 2 Date 1 Date 2 B⊥ (m)

ERS1_22376 ERS2_02703 October 25, 1995 October 26, 1995 83 
ERS1_10781 ERS1_11282 August 7, 1993 September 11, 1993 403
ERS1_11783 ERS1_12284 October 16, 1993 November 20, 1993 395
ERS1_11010 ERS1_11511 August 23, 1993 September 27, 1993 690

93.06.14-93.08.23(a) (b) (c)93.09.11-93.10.16 95.05.22-95.09.04

2 km N

Figure 5.3  (see color insert.) Deformation interferograms of Okmok volcano during 
three different time periods: (a) June 14 to August 23, 1993, with the per-
pendicular component of baseline, B⊥, equal to 32 m; (b) September 11 to 
October 16, 1993, with B⊥ = 25 m; (c) May 22, and September 4, 1995, with 
B⊥ = 22 m. The inflation was estimated and removed from those interfero-
grams used for DEM generation (see Table 5.1). A full cycle of colors repre-
sents 28 mm surface deformation along the satellite look direction. Areas of 
coherence loss are uncolored.
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SRTM DEM (see Figure 5.2) or the preexisting low-resolution DEM (Lu 
et al., 1998) to remove topographic effects for deformation analysis. Because 
these interferograms have shorter time separation and are temporally close 
to the interferograms used for preeruption DEM generation, they better 
portray the deformation that occurred in the interferograms used for DEM 
generation (see Table 5.1). 

To remove the deformation signal from the DEM interferograms (see 
Table 5.1), we estimated the location and magnitude of the inflation source 
responsible for the surface deformation using a point source model embed-
ded in an elastic homogeneous half-space (Mogi, 1958). We interpreted this 
source to represent a magma chamber at depth. Deformation predicted by 
the best-fitting model was then removed from the DEM interferograms. We 
concluded that the magma body was located over the center of the caldera 
at about 3 km deep and that the maximum inflation was about 18 mm and 
4 mm per 35 days during the summers of 1993 and 1995, respectively. 

Errors in deformation estimates will transfer into errors in the created 
DEM. If we neglect atmosphere, baseline, and noise terms in Equation 5.1, 
we can obtain the following:

 ∆ = λ
π

θ ∆φh −
⊥4

H
B
tan

,  (5.4)

where Δh is the height error due to an error in interferogram phase (Δϕ  
resulting from the inaccurate estimate of deformation phase. We calcu-
lated the uncertainty of the estimated deformation during the summers of 
1993 and 1995 to be less than 4 mm per 35 days, which corresponds to an 
interferometric phase value of 0.9 radians. This error will propagate into 
an error of less than 3 m in the preeruption DEM elevation with a low-
frequency spatial characteristic.

The baseline vectors for all the interferograms were calculated using 
precision vectors (Massmann, 1995). The baseline vectors were further 
refined using the posteruption DEM from the SRTM data based on the 
approach described by Rosen et al. (1996) and using ground points with 
known elevation from SRTM. About 100 points were selected, all of them 
lying within the caldera but distant from the 1997 lava flows. We used a 
least squares approach to estimate the baseline components, and all ground 
points were weighted equally. 

An unwrapped interferometric phase image together with the precision 
baseline vectors and imaging geometry were needed to derive the topo-
graphic heights. The following hierarchical approach, similar to the one 
proposed by Lanari et al. (1996), was used to facilitate the phase unwrap-
ping procedure (Goldstein et al., 1988; Costantini, 1998). We started with the 
interferogram having the smallest baseline (i.e., the tandem pair acquired on 
October 25 and 26, 1995) (see Table 5.1). We first subtracted the topographic 
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phase from the interferogram using the SRTM DEM. The residual fringes 
were unwrapped (see Figure 5.4a), and the topographic phase was added 
back to this result. A DEM based on this tandem interferogram was then 
produced. Next, we unwrapped the August–September 1993 interferogram 
with B⊥ = 403 m (see Table 5.1), because the coherence for this interfero-
gram was better than the October–November 1993 pair (with B⊥ = 395 m) 
(see Table 5.1). The simulated topographic phase based on the SRTM DEM 
was removed from the interferogram. The resulting residual interferogram 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Cone D

Cone A

N

2 km

Figure 5.4  (see color insert.) Residual interferograms produced by subtracting the 
topographic phase from the original interferograms (see Table 5.1). (a) The 
tandem interferogram with B⊥ = 83 m and the SRTM DEM was used to 
remove the topographic phase. (b) The interferogram with B⊥ = 403 m and 
the SRTM DEM was used to remove the topographic phase. (c) The inter-
ferogram with B⊥ = 395 m and the DEM produced from the interferogram 
with B⊥ = 403 m was used to remove the topographic phase. (d) The inter-
ferogram with B⊥ = 690 m and the DEM produced from the interferogram 
with B^ = 403 m was used to remove the topographic phase. A full cycle of 
colors represents a phase change of 360 degrees.
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was unwrapped (see Figure 5.4b), and a DEM is generated. We did not 
use the DEM from the tandem interferogram to simulate the topographic 
phase because the SRTM is far more accurate than the DEM based on the 
tandem pair. The DEM from the tandem pair was produced from an inter-
ferogram with a smaller baseline. Consequently, the interferometric phase 
is not very sensitive to topographic relief and any possible atmospheric 
delay anomalies in the data will significantly bias the DEM accuracy. If an 
existing DEM is not available, however, the DEM produced from the inter-
ferogram with smaller baseline can be used to simulate the topographic 
phase in the interferogram with larger baseline. Finally, the DEM produced 
using the interferogram with B⊥ = 403 m (see Figure 5.4b) was then used 
to assist unwrapping the October–November 1993 pair (with B⊥ = 395 m) 
(see Figure 5.4c) and the interferogram with B⊥ = 690 m (see Figure 5.4d). 
Two more DEMs were produced. A simple weighted approach was used to 
combine the four DEMs:

 h

h

B
=

⊥

⊥
=

∑

∑

i i i
i 1

i i
i

4

c B

c

2

2

1

4
= , (5.5)

where, hi and ci are height and coherence values from the four DEMs, and 
B⊥i is the perpendicular component of the baseline for each interferogram. 
The height value of each pixel in the final DEM results from the weighted 
average of the four DEMs, and height from the interferogram with larger 
baseline and higher coherence will be more heavily weighed. This procedure 
not only reduces the possible atmosphere-induced errors in each DEM but 
also improves accuracy of the final DEM. We used this procedure to gener-
ate a DEM depicting the topography of Okmok volcano before the 1997 
eruption. A more sophisticated data-fusion technique, such as the wavelet 
method, can be used to combine DEMs from several interferograms with 
different spatial resolution, coherence, and vertical accuracy to generate the 
final DEM product (e.g., Ferretti et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2010b).

Figure 5.5a shows the thickness of the 1997 lava flows derived from the 
difference between the preeruption and the posteruption DEMs. We can 
see that the thickness of the lava is very heterogeneous. The thickest portion 
of the lava happens to be near the distal end (adjacent to Cone D) of the 
right arm of the Y-shaped flows, and reaches almost 50 m. The flow is 
thickest here because there was a substantial preexisting depression, which 
caused the flow to pond. In fact, this depression hides the extreme thickness 
in this area because the closest measurements of the flow margin’s height 
do not exceed 20 m (Moxey et al., 2001). If the preeruption surface is not 
flat, measurements at the edges are not representative of total thickness. 
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Therefore, accurate DEMs are required to calculate more accurate values of 
lava thickness and eruption volume (e.g., Lu et al., 2003). 

The standard deviation of our measurement can be estimated using the 
root-mean-square values of DEM difference over the areas outside of the 
lava flows. We estimate the mean and 1 σ uncertainty of the DEM differ-
ence to be 1.8 m and 2.6 m, respectively, after spatial averaging with a 100 
m moving window filter. This means the DEM produced using the four 
ERS interferograms has a relative vertical accuracy of about 5 m at the 95% 
confidence limit. 

5.3  DeM froM MultIteMporal 
Insar proCessInG

Multitemporal InSAR (MTInSAR)—that is, persistent scatterer InSAR 
(PSInSAR) or small baseline subset (SBAS) InSAR (Ferretti et al., 2001; 
Berardino et al., 2002; Rocca, 2007; Hooper, 2008)—is one of the most signif-
icant recent advances in InSAR processing. “Multi” in this context refers 
to a series of InSAR observations in time, thus affording the opportunity to 
recognize spurious effects. The objective is to fuse multiple-interferogram 
measurements of the same area to characterize the spatial and temporal 
behaviors of the deformation signal, the topography signal, and various 
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Figure 5.5  (see color insert.) Thickness of lava flows emplaced during the 1997 
eruption at Okmok volcano, Alaska. (a) Flow thickness was derived from the 
height difference between the posteruption SRTM DEM and a preeruption 
DEM constructed from multi-temporal interferograms. (b) Lava thickness 
along profile northwest-southeast, reaching nearly 50 m in the thickest part 
of the flow. The red line represents the lava perimeter based on field data 
collected in August 2001.
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artifacts and noise sources (atmospheric delay anomalies, orbit errors), and 
then to remove the artifacts and anomalies to retrieve time-series defor-
mation measurements as well as an accurate DEM height at the SAR 
pixel level.

Assuming we have more than about 20 repeat-pass SAR images, we can 
generate a stack of N coregistered multitemporal interferograms. Because 
our goal is to generate a new DEM or update an existing low-resolution or 
low-accuracy DEM, interferograms with short time separations and large 
baselines are preferred. This is critical to derive a high-accuracy DEM. 
If we generalize Equation 5.1 for a total of N interferograms, the phase value 
for the ith coherent pixel in the kth interferogram with a time separation of 
tk i

k, ,φ  can be expressed as the following (after the topographic contribution 
has been removed from an existing low-resolution DEM): 

 φ = π
λ

+ µ π
λ θ

αi
k

i
k

i
k

k
i

k k i
k

i
k4 4− − + +⊥( )

sin
v

R
t

B h
n . (5.6)

The first term on the right side of Equation 5.6 represents the phase contribu-
tion related to ground surface deformation and consists of two components: 
one is due to the constant velocity (vi), and the other is due to the nonlinear 
motion µ i

k. The second term on the right side of Equation 5.6 represents the 
phase component due to DEM error (hi) and is related to the perpendicular 
baseline ( kB⊥ ), the distance from the master sensor to the scene center (Rk), 
and the SAR look angle (θk) at the scene center. α i

k is the phase contribu-
tion due to atmospheric and baseline anomalies and the last term ( i

kn ) is 
the decorrelation phase. Because multitemporal InSAR mainly focuses on 
coherent points, the noise term is expected to be small and Gaussian 
in the selected interferograms. It is worth noting that the aforementioned 
phase terms have different spatial-temporal characteristics, allowing us to 
separate the interested signals (i.e., DEM error and deformation velocity). By 
examining the unknown parameters, it becomes apparent that the DEM 
error and constant velocity do not change with time for each coherent pixel, 
whereas the remaining terms usually vary from interferogram to inter-
ferogram. Therefore, Equation 5.6 can be grouped into a time-invariant 
part and a time-variant part:
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Let us look into the spatial characteristic of the time-variant part of 
Equation 5.7 in more detail, which is helpful to construct an optimal obser-
vation model for parameter estimation. Generally speaking, the phase com-
ponent due to baseline inaccuracy in α i

k effects interferograms in the form 
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of an almost-linear signal of long spatial wavelength. The other part of α i
k, 

that is, the atmospheric phase, varies spatially with a typical scale of sev-
eral kilometers. If we triangulate the coherent points in the study area and 
ensure that the length of the network edges (also called arcs) is less than a 
certain threshold (e.g., 1 km), the phase differences of α i

k at the arcs will 
be limited to a low level (normally less than 0.1 rad2). Because the motions 
of neighboring pixels are normally correlated, the variance of nonlinear 
motion ( )i

kµ  is also very small. Consequently, for a given arc, the sum of the 
time-variant parts in Equation 5.7 [now represented by wx

k
y,  in Equation 5.8 

should be very small. An observation model of multitemporal InSAR for 
a given arc constructed by two neighboring coherent pixels (x, y) is thus 
defined as follows:

 ∆φ = π
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∆ + π
λ θx y

k k
x y
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 +∆h wx y x y
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Equation 5.8 indicates the relationship between the differential phase 
( )x y

k∆ϕ ,  at the arc and the velocity difference ( x y∆v , ) and height error differ-
ence ( x y∆h , ), which is the basis for DEM refinement under the framework 
of MTInSAR. Because the observed differential phases are known only 
modulo 2π, the estimation of DEM error has to be performed either as 
a nonlinear inversion problem or as a linear problem, provided that the 
arcs with phase ambiguities can be reliably resolved or removed. Three 
approaches are introduced briefly here.

5.3.1 two-dimensional solution search

As a nonlinear inversion problem, a search through the solution space must 
always be performed to estimate DEM errors as well as the deformation 
velocity from Equation 5.8. A temporal coherence index is commonly used 
for this inversion (Ferretti et al., 2001; Mora et al., 2003, Zhang et al., 2011b).
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where J = −1. By setting proper variation ranges for velocity difference 
(Δvx, y) and height error difference (Δhx, y), one can search for the maximum 
coherence (γx,y) within the specified two-dimensional ranges using small 
sampling intervals. Then the optimum solutions of Δvx, y and Δhx, y can be 
found. After  Δvx, y and Δhx, y between all neighboring pixels are determined, 
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the absolute values of DEM error and linear deformation rate at each coher-
ent pixel can be derived through spatial integration with respect to a refer-
ence point at which the DEM error and linear deformation rate are known 
or assumed to be zero. The solution search can be successfully performed 
only under the condition of ω < πi x y

k
, , , which can be met in most cases.

5.3.2 linear inversion with phase ambiguity detector

Although temporal coherence maximization (see Equation 5.9) has the 
ability to resolve DEM errors from wrapped phase data, the method might 
result in several local maxima during the search of parameters (i.e., Δvx, y 

and Δhx, y), which means a unique solution cannot be guaranteed. Because 
of possible phase ambiguities at some arcs, parameters cannot be estimated 
using a linear inversion (Zhang et al., 2011a). If ambiguities at troublesome 
arcs can be reliably removed, estimating parameters (Δvx, y and Δhx, y) can 
be simplified significantly. Following is Equation 5.8 rewritten in a simplified 
vector form:

 ∆Φ =
∆

A w
∆











+
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x y

x y
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,  (5.10)

where ∆Φ is the differential phase vector at a given arc constructed by 
two pixels x and y, A is the design matrix containing the coefficients of 
unknowns (i.e., Δvx, y and Δhx, y), and w is a stochastic vector with an expec-
tation of zero. For any arc regardless of phase ambiguities, the least squares 
solution of unknowns is as follows:
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where r is the least squares residual vector and Px,y is the weight matrix 
which can be obtained by taking the inverse of a prior variance matrix 
of the double-difference phases (Zhang et al., 2011a). It has been observed 
that the least squares residuals for an arc with and without phase ambigui-
ties are quite different (see Figure 5.6), indicating that phase ambiguities 
can bias the parameter estimation significantly. An ambiguity detector 
therefore can be designed according to the least squares residuals. The 
details can be found in Zhang et al. (2011a). After removing the arcs with 
phase ambiguities, parameters at the remaining arcs are integrated to 
obtain the parameter estimates at all coherent points with respect to a 
reference point.
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5.3.3 linear inversion with phase unwrapping

Besides the removal of arcs with phase ambiguities, there is another way to 
linearly estimate DEM errors as well as deformation rates. Provided that 
two-dimensional phase unwrapping can be reliably performed on each 
interferogram, estimating parameters turns out to be a simple least squares 
problem where no ambiguity detector is needed:
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Figure 5.6  Least squares residuals at an arc with and without phase ambiguity. For illustra-
tive purpose, only one parameter is estimated.
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Parameters at pixels can be achieved by integration as done in the 
aforementioned approaches. Although the solution form of Equation 5.12 is 
similar to the one in small baseline subset SBAS InSAR method (Berardino 
et al., 2002), there is an essential difference: SBAS takes phases at pixels 
as observations whereas this model takes the differential phases at arcs 
as observations. The latter can better suppress the effects of atmospheric 
anomalies (Zhang et al., 2011a).

Figure 5.7 shows the DEM error map of Okmok volcano derived from 
MTInSAR processing. This DEM error map is based on a DEM con-
structed from a two-antenna airborne InSAR system (Lu et al., 2003). 
Because the airborne system typically images an area of about 10 km wide, 
multiple DEMs from several flight passes were used to generate the DEM 
mosaic. However, the original DEM patches have systematic errors of 
±50m (Lu et al., 2003). These errors result in some artifacts in the DEM 
mosaic over the western flank of the volcano. The MTInSAR technique 
can correct the DEM error (see Figure 5.7) and produce a better DEM for 
Okmok volcano.

5 km

–8 –4 0 4 8 12 m

Figure 5.7  DEM height update from MTInSAR processing technique for Okmok volcano, 
Alaska. The height difference is with respect to an airborne DEM mosaic.
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5.4  DeM froM enVIsat/ers-2  
Cross-platforM Insar

As discussed and illustrated in previous sections, a rule of thumb on gen-
erating DEMs from repeat-pass InSAR imagery is to select interferograms 
with the largest available baselines within the limit of correlation. That is 
because the DEM accuracy is inversely proportional to the baseline length 
(Equation 5.2). We have demonstrated that the vertical resolution of DEMs 
derived from repeat-pass InSAR imagery can reach to a few meters if multi-
temporal interferograms are available. Therefore, it is generally impossible 
to generate a DEM with submeter accuracy, which requires the InSAR base-
line to be larger than the critical baseline. 

Generally speaking, a SAR system images the ground surface at a specific 
radar carrier frequency and incidence angle. A change in radar incidence angle 
(which translates to a change in baseline) or radar carrier frequency can result 
in a change in the radar reflectivity spectrum in range direction. The change in 
radar reflectivity spectrum (Δf) can be defined as follows (Gatelli et al., 1994):

 ∆
λ θ α

f
c

= −
−

⊥B
R tan ( )

,  (5.13)

where c is speed of light and α is the terrain slope angle. 
If two SAR images used to create an InSAR image are from SAR systems 

of the same carrier frequency, the change in radar reflectivity spectrum 
in range direction needs to be small so that the reflectivity spectra of the 
two signals overlap, which translates to the requirement of B⊥ < the criti-
cal baseline. There is, however, a condition under which the effect of the 
baseline can be exactly compensated by a difference in radar frequency 
between two SAR acquisitions (Gatelli et al., 1994; Guarnieri and Prati, 
2000; Colesanti et al., 2003). From Equation 5.13, for a given frequency 
difference, the perpendicular baseline component (B⊥) required to compen-
sate for the frequency difference can be defined as follows: 

 B
f f R

⊥ −
−

≈
θ − α( ) tan ( )

,2 1

1f
 (5.14)

where f1 and f2 are radar carrier frequencies of two SAR acquisitions.
Acquisitions from C-band Envisat and ERS-2 SARs from ESA were on 

the same orbital plane with a 35-day repeat and a 28-minute time lag. 
The radar frequency of Envisat, however, is slightly different from that of 
ERS-2 by 31 megahertz (MHz). Because of this difference, Envisat SAR 
images generally cannot be combined with ERS-2 data for repeat-pass 
cross-platform InSAR processing. Fortunately, the 31 MHz frequency dif-
ference between ERS-2 and Envisat SAR images can be compensated by a 
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perpendicular baseline of approximately 2 km over a flat surface (Equation 
5.14). Consequently, Envisat and ERS-2 can be combined to preserve InSAR 
coherence in spite of a large baseline of about 2 km. For an interferogram of 
B⊥ = 2 km, one interferometric fringe corresponds to a topographic relief of 
~4.8 m (Equation 5.3). Therefore, an Envisat/ERS-2 cross-platform InSAR 
image is capable of generating a submeter-accuracy DEM. Because the two 
SAR images are acquired about 28 minutes apart, temporal decorrelation 
as well as atmospheric artifacts are significantly reduced (Wegmuller et al., 
2009). 

We demonstrate the DEM generation using a pair of Envisat/ERS-2 images 
acquired on January 25, 2008, over northern Alaska (see Table 5.2). The 
exiting DEM from the USGS National Elevation Dataset (NED), with a post-
ing of 2-arc-second and vertical accuracy of several meters, are also used in 
InSAR processing. We generated Envisat and ERS-2 SLC images using the 
same Doppler centroid and Doppler bandwidth calculated by the azimuth 
common band filtering to minimize the misregistration, and then we overs-
ampled SLC images twice to reduce the phase unwrapping error. After DEM-
assisted coregistration of Envisat and ERS-2 SLC images (Lee et al., 2010), 
the Envisat/ERS-2 cross-platform interferogram is created. The interferogram 
is unwrapped and converted into a topographic height map (see Figure 5.8a). 

To assess the vertical accuracy of the Envisat/ERS-2 cross-platform 
InSAR-derived DEM, we compared it with an airborne DEM produced in 
July 2002, which has a spatial resolution of 5 m and vertical height specifi-
cation of 10 cm. We selected an area in Figure 5.8a for accuracy assessment. 
The average height of the area is about 80 m. Figures 5.8b and 5.8c show 
the InSAR-derived DEM and the airborne DEM, and Figure 5.8d repre-
sents the height difference between the two DEMs along profile A-A’. The 
mean and standard deviation of the difference over the study area are 1 cm 
and 39 cm, respectively. Figure 5.8e shows the histogram of the height 
difference. The histogram generally follows a Gaussian distribution with 
no bias. From this comparison, we conclude the vertical accuracy of the 
DEM from Envisat/ERS-2 cross-platform InSAR is less than 40 cm. 

This method of cross-platform InSAR utilizing the baseline difference 
to compensate the difference in SAR central frequency requires two simi-
larly configured SAR systems on two separate platforms to generate inter-
ferograms with a baseline large enough to be sensitive to terrain height to 

Table 5.2 Characteristics of ERS-2 and envisat pair for cross-platform InSAR

Parameters ERS-2 Envisat

Central frequency (MHz) (GHz) 5.3 5.331
Acquisition date January 25, 2008
Time interval (min.) 28 minutes (Envisat – ERS2)
B⊥ (m) 2,400
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submeter accuracy. Such accurate DEM generation is the ultimate objective 
for the current DLR TanDEM-X mission.

5.5 DeM froM tanDeM-X

The TerraSAR-X tandem mission for DEM measurements, TanDEM-X, was 
launched by DLR in 2010 (http://www.dlr.de/hr/en/desktopdefault.aspx/
tabid-2317). TanDEM-X is a new high-resolution constellation InSAR mis-
sion that relies on an innovative flight formation of two tandem TerraSAR-X 
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Figure 5.8  (a) Envisat/ERS-2 cross-platform InSAR-derived DEM over northern Alaska. 
Comparison of the InSAR-derived DEM (b) and a high-resolution airborne 
DEM (c) over an area outlined by the while rectangle in (a). (d) Height differ-
ence between the InSAR-derived DEM and the airborne DEM along profile of 
A’-B’. (e) Histogram of height differences between the Envisat/ERS-2 InSAR-
derived DEM and the airborne DEM.
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satellites to produce InSAR-derived DEMs on a global scale with accuracy 
better than SRTM (Krieger et al., 2007). In addition, TanDEM-X can 
enable precise mapping of ocean currents by fusing two SAR images steered 
in the along-track direction. The resulting product will be invaluable for 
monitoring extreme waves and ocean hazards. Furthermore, TanDEM-X 
will provide data to assess the utility of new methods, including bistatic 
multiangle SAR imaging, digital beam formation, and polarimetric InSAR, 
for monitoring landscape changes.

The two X-band SARs on two separate TerraSAR-X satellites record 
data synchronously and create a baseline ranging from ~200 m to ~500 m. 
The precise baseline determination and simultaneous data acquisitions can 
generate InSAR images that are immune to baseline errors, atmospheric 
contaminations, and temporal decorrelation that plague the accuracy of 
DEMs derived from repeat-pass InSAR. Therefore, the TanDEM-X satellite 
constellation allows the generation of global DEMs of an unprecedented 
accuracy, coverage, and quality. TanDEM-X DEMs have a specified rela-
tive vertical accuracy of 2 m and an absolute vertical accuracy of 10 m at a 
horizontal resolution of 12 m (Krieger et al., 2007). 

5.6 ConClusIon

The ideal SAR configuration for accurate DEM production is a single-pass 
(simultaneous) two-antenna system. Repeat-pass single-antenna satellite 
InSAR can be used to produce useful DEMs, particularly in areas where 
the photogrammetric approach to DEM generation is hindered by persistent 
clouds or other factors. There are many sources of errors in DEM construc-
tion from repeat-pass SAR images, including inaccurate determination of 
the InSAR baseline, atmospheric delay anomalies, and possible surface 
deformation resulting from tectonic, volcanic, or other sources during the 
time interval spanned by the images. To generate a high-quality DEM, 
these errors must be identified and corrected using a multi-interferogram 
approach. A data fusion technique such as PSInSAR or SBAS InSAR can 
be applied to a stack of repeat-pass InSAR images to generate a DEM 
accurate to meters. Ultimately, special InSAR image formation from 
constellation satellites, such as TanDEM-X, will continue advancing the 
spatial resolution and vertical accuracy of the global DEM.
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